
T-HRECS-DL TM7 QuickStart 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The Temperature – High Resolution Electrical Conductivity Serial (T-HRECS) DataLogger 

device is a high resolution (4 SigFigs) device for measuring electrical conductivity, temperature, 

and calculating Electrical Conductivity – Temperature Compensated (EC.T).  The device was 

designed to be portable and record high temporal resolution EC and T data for several months, 

with easily accessible and replaceable D-Cell batteries, RTC, and SD Card Logging. 

 

BACKGROUND 

 
1. The T-HRECS-DL has a modular circuit design, meaning each layer on the stack performs a 

different function.  The lowest layer is the EC-T sensing board.  With the power off, it’s 

alright to carefully remove the upper layers to access the screw terminals of the lower layer.  

The middle layer is the Datalogging module with RTC and battery.  The upper layer is the 

Arduino Pro Mini (3.3V, 8MHz) microcontroller.  In general, layers are interchangeable 

between T-HRECS if the headers fit (earlier versions had the Arduino as the middle layer, 

which is not compatible with recent versions with the Arduino as the top layer).  This allows 

faster troubleshooting or replacement.  Ensuring the board is turned off, ensure the Layers 

are compressed together, especially after transport. 

2. Some SD Cards require a Push-Push to eject-mount while others are Pull-Push.  The SD 

Card holder should indicate what is required. 

 

OPERATION 

 
1. Flip the toggle switch to On. A red light on Arduino Pro Mini board indicates power is 

supplied to the microcontroller.  The red light by the SD Card indicates a log to SD Card.  

Blue-Green flash on the lowest layer indicates an EC-T measurement. 

2. T-HRECS_DL will save the data to the SD card in files labeled with the unit’s serial ID (i.e. 

AQ05) followed by the file number (i.e. 003) and timestamp the file with the last write.  The 

file is a .csv file with columns: 

a. DT: Date Time.  We recommend always setting this to PST or non-daylight 

savings time to avoid future confusion. 



b. VCnt: The raw counts for the battery voltage sensing circuit out of 2^14 (16384). 

c. TCnt: The raw counts for the temperature sensing circuit out of 2^14 (16384).  

d. RTCTmp: The RTC reports temperature, which is a proxy for air temperature. 

e. RawV: The VCnt converted to voltage. This circuit is limited to 6.6V Max.  DO 

NOT SUPPLY 12V TO THIS CIRCUIT.  FUTURE ITERATIONS WILL ALLOW 

16V SUPPLY. 

f. EC: The Electrical Conductivity in μS/cm. 

g. PrbTmp: Probe Temperature in °C. 

h. EC.T: Electrical Conductivity Temperature Compensated using nlf based on EU 

standard 27888 at 25°C in μS/cm. 

3. To replace batteries, turn off T-HRECS and unplug UARTSBee.  Replace batteries. 

4. To download data, turn off T-HRECS and unplug UARTSBee.  Remove SD Card and 

download data.  

 

MENU MODE 

 
To access the Menu mode, you must use a PC based terminal program such as Real-Term or 

Hyperterminal.  These instructions are for RealTerm.  To enter the T-HRECS Menu Mode, you 

must send the unit a "1" followed by a <CR>.   

 

1. Open RealTerm and set the Display> Rows to 80 to allow more rows of transmissions to 

show. 

2. Select Port>9600, 8N1, and the port corresponding to the SEEED UARTSBee. Click Open. 

3. Ensure the SEEED UARTSBee-TTL converter is set to 3.3V.  Ensuring the Gnd and Vcc are 

lined up, plug the UARTSBee into the T-HRECS_DL.  You should see: 

 

4. To access the menu, select the Send tab and send a 1 as an ASCII with a CR.  Use the Send 

window for sending multiple digits, but the terminal screen will work for single digits. The 

T-HRECS will respond with .  This indicates it is waiting 2 seconds for another 1<CR>. 

Send another 1<CR>.  This is avoid the possibility of an accidental “1” being starting the 

menu mode.. 



5. The Main Menu selections are: 

 

 

To select an option from the Main Menu, enter the number followed by a Carriage Return (CR).   

0) Cal EC 

The T-HRECS should be calibrated from time to time (monthly) or when the following 

condition applies: 1) a new EC.T probe is used, 2) the derived CF.T is consistently greater than 

0.50 or less than 0.46, or 3) deviation from another calibrated EC.T meter is noticed.  The 

calibration is a 3 point (dry, low EC, and high EC) calibration.  The Low and High solutions 

should span the range of interest, such as 50 μS/cm and 150 μS/cm.  Use a secondary probe with 

a reliable calibration to attain the EC.  If using another T-HRECS, it will need to be connected to 

a second terminal program to see the raw EC values.  Ensure no EC probes share a ground for 

calibration.  The T-HRECS-DL is not currently galvanically isolated, but future iterations 

will be. Any calibrated EC meter can be used, or two std solutions of known EC and 

temperature.  Note that we are calibrating EC, not EC.T. 

1. Select “0) Cal EC” from the Main Menu by sending a 0<CR> to the serial port. 

2. When “Clear Cal?” appears, send a <CR> to the T-HRECS (you can send “1<CR>” and the T-

HRECS will ignore the 1).   

3. When “Dry Cal” appears ensure the probe electrodes are dry by blowing on them.  Send a 

<CR>  to the T-HRECS. 

4. When “Enter Low Cal” appears, place the probe in the low EC solution and stir.  Ensure no 

bubbles are on the electrodes by knocking it on the container walls.  Attain the EC (not 

EC.T) from the reference meter, or read the EC from the standard bottle for the measured 

temperature.  Enter the raw EC (not EC.T) into the terminal program and send to the serial 

port with a <CR>. In Real Term, use the Send tab, with EOL = “+CR” checked and send 

ASCII for each prompt 

5. When “Enter High Cal” appears, repeat step 3 for a larger EC value.  We typically use 

around 50 uS/cm and 150 uS/cm which is the typical range of water conductivity in our area. 

6. The calibrations are saved automatically.  Choose 5)Exit to start logging. 

 



1) Set Clock 

1. Select “1) Set Clock” from the Main Menu by sending a 1<CR> to the serial port. 

2. Use the Send tab of RealTerm, with EOL = “+CR”  checked and send ASCII for each prompt.  

Typing multiple digits into the terminal window will interpret each individually. 

3. Select “Y” or “y” to send the new date-time to the T-HRECS.   

2) Set Int 

This is the measurement interval in seconds.  Factory default is 5 seconds. The current version 

of T-HRECS-DL will only allow 2 - 120 second intervals.  1 second will be available in the next 

iteration. 

3) Reset 

Use this option to reset the T-HRECS to factory defaults, not including the EC calibration. 

4) NA  

Reserved for future use. 

5) Exit  

Select “5” to save settings and exit the main menu. 
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